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Tarchon Fist was created at the end of March 2005, after the split of the band Rain, the
memorable Italian metal group, whose mastermind was Luciano “Lvcio” Tattini (g). This
event coincided with the coming of Marco “Wallace” Pazzini (b, Basic Dreams). The name
TARCHON FIST was the “logical evolution” of the “Rain” band. Tarchon being an ancient
Etrurian king, hero and then also a god. The god of storm. Whereas “fist” underlines the
band’s power and impact on stage. By the end of 2005, a video clip was produced.
Thanks to this video, the band put out two albums on an Italian label, their self-titled
debut in 2008 and “Fighters“ in 2009. Line-Up changes and many shows followed.
October 2013 “Heavy Metal Black Force” came out.
Remembering the first decade, the band released “Celebration 2005-2015” in December
2015 with a new song called “Celebration” and a best of. In July 2017 the EP “Proud to
be Dinosaurs“ came out.
Since 2010 the band's line-up has been solid except for new drummer Giacomo “Jack”
Lauretani (2016). So from 2010 until today, the band toured all over Europe. In August
2018, after 13 years of activity with albums, EPs, video clips and tours, the band
performed a show at the mighty Wacken Open Air! On their previous albums e.g.Tom
Naumann (g, Primal Fear) or Robb Weir (g, Tygers Of Pan Tang) guested.
“Apocalypse”, the concept album, their first ever, is scheduled for August 16, 2019, via
the German label “Pride & Joy Music” and showcases artwork by Stan W. Decker
(Megadeth, Avantasia a.o.).
The tale has nothing to do with the Apocalypse of St. John the Apostle. It combines
motives from literature, history, mythology and many pre-Christian cultures. It is a story
that is based on the dualism of human beings: Nobody is born bad. Nobody good.
Personal choices lead us towards the former or the latter. And although there cannot be
one without the other, it still seems that evil takes root more easily in our soul. It is
always evil that "makes the first move".
Tarchon, deified king and hero of popular Etrurian culture (from which the band began
its journey almost 15 years ago) will appear in the guise of the "Lord of Light" and the
forces of good. In the course of this long war, he is be accompanied by creatures that
actually existed but are considered extinct today.
Darkness, on the other hand, is represented by Manth, the demonic divinity of the
Felsinean cult guarding the underworld. He can make use of any kind of fantasy creature
associated with evil which are found in the most disparate cultures in the history of
mankind.
Tarchon Fist are: Mirco “Ramon” Ramondo - Lead Vocals; Luciano “Lvcio” Tattini Guitars and Backing Vocals; Sergio “Rix” Rizzo - Guitars and Backing Vocals; Marco
“Wallace” Pazzini - Bass Guitars and Backing Vocals; Giacomo “Jack” Lauretani - Drums
http://www.tarchonfist.com/
https://www.facebook.com/TARCHON-FIST-62330391412/
Facts:





Priority PR campaign @ GerMusica PR
Social Media PR campaign
Advance release of two instant grats, singles & videos for „My Destiny“ und „Proud To Be
Dinosaurs”
For fans of: Judas Priest, Accept & Iron Maiden
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